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Harvard professors Eric Nelson and Katrina Forrester offer pathways to bridge this gap—each in conversation with a philosopher who changed the
course of political theory, John Rawls (1921–2002). Rawls ...
Can John Rawls help Christians understand justice?
I hope he is right. I do not have much background in philosophy but ... you can still practice isolation, masking, social distancing, rigorous hand
washing, etc. However, it is your duty to ...
We have rights, but we also have duties
Working-Class Liberation - Whereas the Moderate Enlightenment had been largely informed by Protestantism and a mechanistic deism ...
Is the Enlightenment Still a Foundation for Working-Class Liberation?
There is a mode of thinking in modern moral philosophy that is perhaps most evident in analytical ... to the subsequent uninterrupted confrontation
with the neopragmatism of Richard Rorty. Based on...
Weakening Philosophy: Essays in Honour of Gianni Vattimo
Burgeoning Musicians and Creators Share Their Passion and Unique Perspectives in Messages of Hope Inspired by LG's ... generating over 100
million views across social media to date.
Young Talent Shines Bright in LG's 2021 'Life's Good' Music and Film Projects
how his political philosophy can help address today's global challenges, and where hope can be found in the struggle for peace, justice, and human
rights. They will tackle some of the most ...
The Elders to address the global 'state of hope' in a week of activity to mark Mandela Day
I am honored to know of and tell the remarkable pandemic story of Communities in Schools of New Mexico and how this group provided hope and
resilience ... Bill Milliken’s philosophy, “It ...
Communities in Schools of New Mexico gives hope to families in pandemic era
While Snyder has acknowledged that he does not easily identify with the popular cultural history of this generation, I hope to provide ... Between
Social Ecology and Deep Ecology: Gary Snyder’s ...
The Philosophy of the Beats
Q2 2021 Earnings Call Aug 4, 2021, 5:00 p.m. ET Good day and thank you for standing by. And welcome to the Tivity Health Q2 2021 Earnings
Conference Call. At this time, all participants are in a ...
Tivity Health, inc (TVTY) Q2 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
Most Critical Race Theory proponents hope that CRT will rectify lingering bigotry and help students respect and value others. The problem isn’t with
their intentions, but with the deeply flawed ...
Kafer: Colorado students are being fed the poison fruits of Critical Race Theory
And that worldview is Western philosophy ... for social justice, such as Black Lives Matters, and their reasonable aspirations, such as reallocating
police budgets, if we ever hope to create ...
Transcript| The Unborn Future, Lecture 2: 'Lessons Learned' by Todd Dufresne
A trailblazing woman in academia in the post-war period, Jane completed graduate programs at Tufts and ultimately earned her associate master’s
degree and doctorate of philosophy specializing in ...
Harbaugh, Jane Worth
Cardiff University’s vision of a positive and inclusive Welsh-language culture for its staff and students will provide the backdrop for its contribution to
Eisteddfod AmGen 2021. Academi Gymraeg ...
University’s Welsh-language ambitions shared at Eisteddfod AmGen 2021
As a matter of tradition, books and matters of the mind seem to be assuming particular importance during the rainy season in Ethiopia in general
and in the capital Addis Ababa in particular. This does ...
Ethiopia: Of Books, Writers and Reading in Addis in the Cold and Rainy Season
Three architects, three journalists and two designers gathered over Zoom to make a list of the most influential and lasting buildings that have been
erected — or cleverly updated — since World War II.
The 25 Most Significant Works of Postwar Architecture
The Bryce family attributes its success to its long-standing and straightforward philosophy of “Great Service at a Local Level”. Richard’s ... step of
the way, we hope to fulfil that ...
SPONSORED: How family-run Aberdeen healthcare business is helping Scotland’s hearing
Mary Robinson, Graça Machel, Ban Ki-moon and other members of The Elders will explore the example of Mandela's leadership, how his political
philosophy ... source of hope we have." Richard ...
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